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hitch, and he also sent through my amendments for the
previous four years’ tax returns. (Covering the four years I
had owned the property in Brisbane.)
I eagerly awaited the cheques…
I was informed a couple of weeks later that the ATO
had changed their processes and that they now don’t
amend tax returns that are over two years old. So the
money owed to me over this two-year limit, ($3,000
from 2007 and 2006 combined), would not be refunded.
For the first time in my life, I was owed money by the
ATO and they wouldn’t give it to me. I had to laugh or I
would have cried. Is there anything I can do?

A

The general rule of thumb is that you’re able to
amend your income tax returns retrospectively
within two years from the date the assessment was
issued to you. If you are outside of this time limit you may
be able to lodge an objection in response to the Australian
Taxation Office’s refusal to allow the amendment.
Your objection will need to state the facts of your case
to the Commissioner of Taxation. Your accountant will be
able to assist you with this process. I believe it is worth the
effort as a favourable outcome may result in you receiving the
refunds from the prior amendments.

What happens if I rent out half of my apartment?

Q

I bought a one-bedroom apartment in April 2010
and moved into it in June 2010 using the First Home
Owner Grant. I’m thinking of ways to reduce my
tax bill with negative gearing. Is it possible to rent out half
of the apartment to my partner and remain living there?

A

There are two ways to look at this scenario. Firstly,
the tax office may view this as a private and domestic
arrangement between you and your partner. If
so, the effective tax deductibility of any negative gearing
arrangement may be compromised (one possible outcome
is that you may only be able to claim deductions up to the
amount of rent received, thus resulting in a nil tax effect).
However, if your partner is paying market rates then this
arrangement may be viewed as a valid commercial arrangement
and negative gearing may be accessible to you. Should you
choose to use your apartment to produce income by renting
part of it to your partner you must take into account that you
will not be able to obtain the full ‘main residence’ exemption,
and there is the possibility of paying tax on any capital gains
upon the sale of the apartment.
You will also need to ensure that by leasing the apartment you
don’t breach any FHOG conditions. If you want to pursue this
further I recommend you speak to your accountant.
If you have a tax question for our experts, email it to:
editor@yipmag.com.au

QS Corner

TIP #16

In this month’s QS corner we look at
which items you can’t depreciate…

I

n this country we are
fortunate we can claim
the depreciation of an
investment property as a
tax deduction.
BUT not all
construction costs are
eligible – so here are
some of the things that
don’t qualify.
1. Demolition costs.
When claiming
depreciation of a building
we are essentially claiming what is there now. So it
stands to reason that the costs involved in removing the
existing structure to make way for a new property can’t
be claimed.
2. Site clearing. Similar to demolition, the costs
involved in clearing the land are not eligible to be
claimed. These two jobs are essentially getting the site
ready to begin work. It is important to note here that
excavating the site for a basement can be claimed as that
is considered part of the new basement.
3. Landscaping. Trees and grass grow and therefore
don’t depreciate over time. However, it’s worth noting
that landscaping can consist of many different elements
– such as retaining walls, which can be claimed. So it’s
important to distinguish between the two. In summary,
if it grows, you can’t claim it!
4. Developer’s profit. If you buy a property off a
builder/developer, the development profit cannot be
included as a construction cost.

Tyron Hyde is a director of quantity
surveying firm Washington Brown.
For more QS Corner tips and information
on property depreciation including a FREE
online tax depreciation calculator, visit

www.washingtonbrown.com.au

The advice contained in this report is general in nature and
its preparation has not taken any individual circumstances,
objectives or financial needs into account. Readers
are advised to seek appropriate advice from licensed
professionals before embarking on any investments.
www.yipmag.com.au
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